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Biography

Conrad Humphreys is an award-winning,
triple round-the-world yachtsman,
speaker and writer. In 2001 he founded
Sport Environment, a sports marketing
consultancy that specialises in sailing
and outdoor sports. Conrad has advised
clients such as Motorola, LG, CAT,
Ecover and BT in all areas of sports
marketing, from sponsorship to employee
engagement. Conrad is renowned for
creating innovative, integrated campaigns
for brands and rights holders.
Conrad is celebrated for his ability to
understand complex business challenges
and tailor his presentations to meet every
client’s needs. Drawing on his personal
experiences for resonance, he leaves
audiences with a simple “tool kit” and a
strong sense of belief to go forward and
win in difficult circumstances.
His keynote topics include:
Leading in Disruptive Environments
Building Organisational and Personal Resilience
Winning Business: balancing risk vs reward
Authentic Leadership and Personal Development

Conrad competed as the youngest
entrant in the Whitbread Round the
World Yacht Race (now the Volvo Ocean
Race). As skipper, he led his team to
victory in the BT Global Challenge by
dominating the race and winning 4 out
of 7 legs. Conrad became the fifth British
yachtsman in history to complete the
legendary Vendée Globe, single-handed,
non-stop around the world without
assistance.
Most recently, Conrad was the
professional skipper onboard the tiny 23ft
open boat, Bounty’s End in the recreation
of Captain Bligh’s epic story of survival,
Mutiny for Channel 4. Their mission: to
survive and safely navigate across 4000
miles of open ocean to Kupang, Timor
and recreate one of the world’s greatest
open boat voyages of British history.
Inspiring Leadership: Staying Afloat in
Turbulent Times, is the ground-breaking
book based upon the invaluable
leadership lessons Conrad learned from
being the youngest skipper in history to
win the World’s Toughest Yacht Race.

@conradhumphreys

Testimonials

“Conrad Humphreys delivered a powerful and highly relevant talk on ‘leadership’, to a group
of Ericsson’s Next Generation Executives.”
Stephen Newman, Program Director for Executive Development, Ericsson

“Inspirational, challenging, professional - Conrad asks questions of us all and takes those less
fortunate to better places whilst engaging with those who are fortunate enough to help”
Lord Digby Jones, House of Lords

“Truly engaging, inspiring and uplifting. Conrad was able to weave Canada Life’s business
themes throughout and wonderfully complemented my messages on the day”
Ian McMullan, Managing Director, Group Insurance, Canada Life

“This is leadership in the real world, and how to be leaderful engaging and influencing others.
An inspirational presentation.”
Tracy Wray, Director HR & Communications, University of Sheffield

“Conrad’s presentation was inspiring! His approach to leadership sets an example we should
all aspire to. A highly motivated individual, Conrad’s passion and enthusiasm are infectious.”
Leanne Middleton, Euroclear Group

‘Our senior team remained attentive, competitive, energised and above all took some profound learning back to Motorola. You made a real difference!’
Steve Mostyn, Motorola Leadership University

“As a business leader it is rare to hear about an experience which offers not only a wealth of
learning and insight but manages to reach each listener in a uniquely personal way.”
Hanif Lalani Chief Executive BT Northern Ireland

“Conrad provided the Pfizer team with an inspirational presentation which had the whole
audience on the edge of their chairs. An incredible achievement delivered in a moving and
emotional way.”
Jane Spree, HR Director, Pfizer

“The story told by Conrad was very exciting and the presentation was highly inspiring.
The feedback from the participants was very, very positive.”
Peter Maute, Director, Marketing and Communications, Eurofighter
“Conrad has opnened our workshop, our minds and our souls allowing our challenging intellectual and emotional journey of change to take place. Thank you!”
Massimo Cavalcanti, Airbus Defence and Space

“Conrad is a highly intelligent, thoughtful and engaging speaker. He is incredibly approachable and a pleasure to work with”
Will Harvey, Co-Director of the Centre for Leadership Studies, University of Exeter
“Conrad was truly inspiring and left each and every participant mesmerised, both through his
stories and style. We would recommend him for any motivational event.”
Paul Sewell, Managing Director, Sewell Group

Speaking Enquiries
To book Conrad for speaking events contact:
Michael Levey at Speaking Office
+44 (0)7970 170848
michael@speakingoffice.com
For sponsorship consultancy, brand endorsements and
TV/radio appearances contact Conrad directly
conrad.humphreys@sportenvironment.com

